Pure filtered water
direct from the tap

Easily switch
from filtered
to tap water

The filter fits
neatly in the tap,
no bulky tanks

Add a Taqua in-tap water filter for style,
functionality and a real point-of-difference.

Tap into
the future
today

Just turn the knob
for filtered water
and turn back for
regular tap water.

Taqua’s
in-tap
filter
provides
safe, clean
water

Taqua is Japan’s #1 water filter and is
precision-made in Japan to the highest
standards. Now in Australia, Taqua is
being increasingly chosen for its great
tasting water and its convenience too.
Taqua taps offer filtered water, shower
function/veggie-spray and a pull-out hose, yet
the plumbing installs as easily as a conventional
sink mixer. Plus the high quality Japanese
made flexible hose minimises the risk of water
leakage, damage and claims in the future.

HOW TAQUA WORKS
HEALTHY MINERALS
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“When you’ve got young kids, you want to give
them the cleanest water possible. The built-in
water filter tap doesn’t take up any extra space in
the kitchen, and replacing the cartridge is so easy.”

FREE CHLORINE
PESTICIDES

- Melinda (39)

BROMODICHLOROMETHANE

MICROFILTER

ANTIBACTARIAL CERAMIC

CHLOROFORM

STRAINER

GEOSMIN

ION EXCHANGER

PHENOLS

ACTIVATED CARBON

2-MIB (MUSTY ODOUR)

TOTAL TRIHALOMETHANES

Activated carbonion exchanger
for soluble lead,
chlorine and more.
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SOLUBLE LEAD

Tapwater

Anti-bacterial
ceramic
construction
inhibits growth
inside the cartridge.

TAQUA IS MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE HOME

SMALL PARTICLES

BENZENE

Micro-filter and
in-built strainer
significantly reduce
small particles.

Clean, safe
water with
minerals
still intact

DIBROMOCHLOROMETHANE
BROMOFORM
TETRACHLOROETHYLEN
TRICHLOROETHYLEN
ANIONIC SURFACTANT
1,2-DICHLOROETHENE

Note: Premium cartridge filtering shown. Different substances are filtered depending on the cartridge type used. Based on Japanese Industrial Standard JIS S 3201.

“Everyone knows filtered water tastes better
than normal tap water, but you can actually
taste the difference in cooking as well. I also
love that we could take it with us and keep
using it after we moved to a new house.”
- Tim (46)

NICHOLAS GURNEY
INTERIOR DESIGNER / ARCHITECT

“ I enjoy the Japanese precision evident in Taqua products. A
client’s decision is not based on material finish or styling, it’s
function-driven and clients are pleased to know they have installed
a Japanese best-seller in their home. The outstanding piece of
ingenuity has been combining tap and filtration in a single unit,
and importantly, doing so in a manner that is neatly concealed.”

They choose the filter
cartridge they want

Why your clients
will love having
Taqua in-tap
water filtering

Taqua’s filter cartridges are precision-made
in Japan. They’re designed to significantly
reduce the level of toxic compounds, carbon
taint and nasty odours from water enjoyed
at home – direct from the tap.

Filter type

Switch from filtered water to tap
water by just turning the knob.

Filter provides the healthiest water for
children’s developing immune systems.

Substances filtered*

Flow rate

Capacity

Cost per cartridge

4 Ltr / min

1,200 Ltr

$40 + GST
(postage incl)

3 Ltr / min

1,200 Ltr

$45 + GST
(postage incl)

7

Standard

(chlorine, pesticides, lead,
musty odours, phenols,
geosmin, and benzene)

16

Premium

(as above plus a range of
industrial solvents and
organic compounds)

*Based on Japanese Industrial Standard JIS S 3201.

Easy food-prep and cleaning with the
handy spray nozzle and extendable hose.

Sophisticated, minimalist design fits
seamlessly into any modern kitchen.

Fit a cartridge in
under 10 seconds
1

TWIST

2

Save space in the kitchen – no need for
bulky tanks or underneath sink filters.
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FREE UPGRADE TO A 5-YEAR
EXTENDED WARRANTY
Once your client has their new Taqua installed and ready to use, they can
extend Taqua’s standard two-year warranty to five years at no cost, by
simply registering their details on the Taqua website: www.taqua.com.au

INSERT

REMOVE

ENJOY FILTERED
WATER WHENEVER
THEY WANT
We recommend replacing Taqua
water filter cartridges every 3-4
months for optimal effectiveness.
The end-user can register online for
automated delivery of replacement
cartridges to their place, so they
don’t have to try and remember
when the next one is due.

T-5
The multi award-winning T-5
is the pinnacle of technology
Taqua’s T-5 offers effortless shifting between filtered water and regular
tap water via an on-tap knob – and like all Taqua in-tap filtration models,
it provides delicious pure water with free space under the sink. No
bulky containers and no need to buy bottled water ever again.
The T-5 has a handy spray nozzle with an extendable hose for easy food prep
and cleaning, and incorporates a newly designed shower function that is more
accurate and efficient than ever before, with almost no unwanted splashing.
It’s available in either chrome or matte black, to fit right into any
home, office, or hospitality environment. You simply can’t go past
the T-5 for ease of use, quality, value and performance.

Available in matte black as well as chrome.

Turn-of-a-knob on/off
filtering convenience.

Latest generation shower
flow efficiency.

Extendable hose for easy
food prep and cleaning.

WELS Registration
Number: T39504

T-3

Push-button ease to shift
from tap water to filtered.

T-1

Choose from Normal flow
or Shower mode.

Extendable hose for easy
food prep and cleaning.

Large ON/OFF indicator
confirms filtering status.

Choose from Normal flow,
Shower or Eco-Shower modes.

Taqua T-3 for
ease and style

Taqua T-1 with
eco-shower mode

Taqua’s reliable T-3 built-in filtration sink mixer provides pure,
great-tasting filtered water with the push of a button. Simply press
the button on the front of the tap to switch between filtered water
and tap water. Filtered water is also available as a shower spray, to
make washing fruit and vegetables easy. Just turn the T-3’s dial on
the tap handle to switch between Shower mode and Normal flow.

Taqua’s T-1 features a large, easy-to-see colour display window.
Simply press the button on the front of the tap to switch between
filtered water and tap water – the ON/OFF indicator shows what is
flowing out. In addition to Taqua’s Normal and Shower flow choices,
a special Eco-Shower flow option allows you to save around 20%
more water when you wash your fruit and vegetables in filtered
water. It is easily selected by turning the dial on the tap handle.

WELS Registration
Number: T32982

Extendable hose for easy
food prep and cleaning.

WELS Registration
Number: T32981
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Product Specs

Spout angle of rotation

Lever handle
Left-right angle of rotation:50°
Lever handle
Left-right angle of rotation:50°

Installation position for
water spill-over box
From centre of tap:0-100

190

Check valve

Mounting hole diameter:φ35-φ39

T-3
WELS Registration Number: T32982
WELS 4 Star, 6.5L/Min

79

Screw mounting positions

Bend copper pipe about 15°
(at 90 from mounting surface)
20～30(ref.value)

Braided hose

C ring for
one-touch coupler
15°

190

Check valve

G1/2

Check valve

:3

50

φ56

Mounting hole diameter:φ35-φ39

79

G1/2
90

Flexible hose L=1,050
Water spill-over box

Hose stopper

60

171

60

171

th

244

hose L=1,050

Water spill-over box

Hose stopper

ng

Max.30

φ56

Mounting surface
46

244

Installation positionFlexible
for
water spill-over box
From centre of tap:0-100

le

10°

G1/2
90

170
199

G1/2

Check valve

Lever handle
Left-right angle of rotation:50°

Cold water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)
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20～30(ref.value)
Braided hose
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Bend copper pipe about 15°
(at 90 from mounting surface)

Cold water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)
162

Screw mounting positions

WELS Registration Number: T39504
WELS 5 Star, 6.0L/Min

Mix
35°
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Mounting surface

251

530

T-5

Hot water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)

Swivel knob
(Filtered/Tap water)
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Dial(Shower flow/Normal flow)

Hot water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)
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273(Water on)
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Dial(Shower flow/Normal flow)

Spout angle of rotation
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Installation position for
water spill-over box
From centre of tap:0-100

Installation position 300

Installation position 300
Flexible hose

Flexible hose

Hose stopper

Hose stopper

Extens

545 from end of one-touch coupler(ref.value)

545 from end of one-touch coupler(ref.value)

*Hose stopper installation position

*Hose stopper installation position

(Units:mm)

Lever handle
Left-right angle of rotation:50°
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Flexible hose L=1,030

Water spill-over box

WELS Registration Number: T32981
WELS 4 Star, 6.5L/Min

Screw mounting positions

Bend copper pipe about 15°
(at 90 from mounting surface)
20～30(ref.value)

Braided hose

C ring for
one-touch coupler
15°

190

Check valve

G1/2

Hose stopper

Check valve
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Mounting hole diameter:φ35-φ39
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G1/2
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Installation position 300

Flexible hose L=1,050

Flexible hose
Hose stopper

io

Max.30
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T-1

Mounting surface

Cold water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)

Check valve

Dial(Normal flow
／Shower flow
／Eco-shower flow)
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C ring for
one-touch coupler
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Installation position for
water spill-over box
From centre of tap:0-100

Hot water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)

Screw mounting positions

Mounting hole diameter:φ35-φ39

Max.30

Bend copper pipe about 15°
(at 90 from mounting surface)

Cold water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)

Hot water:368 to end of coupler(ref.value)

Mounting surface

Water spill-over box

Hose stopper
171
Installation position 300

60
Flexible hose
Hose stopper

380 from end of one-touch coupler(ref.value)

545 from end of one-touch coupler(ref.value)

*Hose stopper installation position

*Hose stopper installation position

Taqua / Takagi Australia Pty Ltd
Suite 255 / 243 Pyrmont St,
PYRMONT NSW 2009
(02) 7901 0972
info@taqua.com.au

WWW.TAQUA.COM.AU

